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2020 腾飞专升本全日制测试卷（三）

大学英语
Part I.Vocabulary and Structure （60 points）
Directions:There are 60 incomplete sentences in this part.For each sentence there are four
choices marked A,B,C,and D.You should decide on the best choice and mark the
corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet with a single line through the centre.

1.The idea sounds very good.But will it work in______?

A.practice B.place C.advance D.theory

2.Although he had told them not to keep us waiting,they made no______to speed up deliveries.

A.attention B.attempt C.action D.progress

3.“Which do you want,the red one or the black one?”

“_______.How about showing me another one?”

A. Either B.Both C.Neither D.None

4. I’ll stay with my parents for______this summer to take care of them.

A. sometimes B.sometime C.some time D.some times

5. _______of them knew about the plan because it was top secret.

A. Some B.Any C.No one D.None

6. I’d like to take______of this opportunity to thank you for your hospitality during my visit.

A. advantage B.benefit C.interest D.profit

7. Cinderella took the medicine,but it didn’t seem to have any______on her.

A. effect B.effective C.affect D.affective

8. We’ve got two TV sets,but we still can’t watch anything because______works properly.

A. each B.either C.neither D.every

9. Much to the student’s_______,the examination was postponed to the next Friday.

A. problem B.burden C.relief D.belief

10. Mary found______extremely hard to pass the driving test the enforcement of the new traffic

regulations.

A. it B.this C.that D.what

11. I hadn’t seen Victoria for years,but I ______her voice on the telephone right away.

A. realized B.recognized C.discovered D.heard

12. ------Have you______your friend Bill recently?

----------No,he doesn’t often write to me.

A. heard about B.heard of C.heard from D.received from

13. Jack can’t find his dictionary.He must have______it in the classroom.

A. lost B.left C.forgotten D.found

14. It is foolish of Nancy to _____Peter as her friend because he always lies to her.

A. respect B.admire C.judge D.regard
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15. Simon does not ______his fellow workers because he always lies to her.

A. get on with B.come up with C.do away with D.go on with

16. When Andrew was in South Africa,he______go to that coffee shop at the corner every day.

A. would B.should C.had away D.get away

17. He was always the last to leave the workshop to ______the tools before cleaning it up.

A. take away B.put away C.throw away D.get away

18. John had to pause from time to wipe the sweat off his forehead,because the air-conditioning

system______.

A. broke in B.broke out C.broke up D.broke down

19. His idea of having weekly family meals together,which seemed difficult at

first,has______wonderful changes in their lives.

A. got through B.brought about C.turned into D.resulted from

20. Ann listens to you ;only you can_______her to give up the foolish idea of dropping out of

college.

A. suggest B.persuade C.tempt D.attract

21. The speaker did not mention many facts,so we asked him to be more_______.

A. specific B.special C.particular D.respective

22. He would have paid______for the house if the salesgirls had insisted because he really wanted

it.

A. twice as much B.much as twice C.as much twice D.twice much as

23. There are three colors in the British flag,______red,white and blue.

A. rarely B.namely C.really D.actually

24. Angela told me a while ago that she couldn’t wear her______sweatshirt because it doesn’t go

with anything else she has.

A. green comfortable dark B.dark green comfortable C.comfortable dark green D.dark

comfortable green

25. A healthy life is generally thought to be______with fresh air,clean water,and homegrown food.

A. joined B.bound C.involved D.associated

26. ------I got anther pair of shoes yesterday.Now I have no room for one more pair.

-------A woman can never have______many shoes.

A. very B.much C.too D.so

27. I have seldom seen my father______pleased with my progress as he is now.

A. so B.very C.too D.rather

28. The______you study English,the______progress you will make.

A. harder;many B.harder;much C.harder;most D.harder;more

29. You can make your dreams come______as long as you work hard at them.

A. actual B.false C.true D.visible

30. Numerous studies have shown that______the teacher’s expectation,the greater the
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achievement of the student.

A. the higher B.the highest C.as high D.the high

31. If we continue to argue over minor points,we won’t get______near a solution.

A. somewhere B.elsewhere C.everywhere D.anywhere

32. There are some______flowers on the table.

A. unreal B.false C.artificial D.unnatural

33. As a cleaning woman,her______duties include cleaning the desks and mopping the floor.

A. continuous B.routine C.initial D.constant

34. This year we’ll produce_______steel as we did last year.

A. three times as much B.as three times much C.as much three as times D.three times

much as

35. It is very_______of you to let us know you are going to be late.

A. considering B.considerate C.considerable D.considered

36. Physicists have made new discoveries that challenge our_______theories of the universe.

A. organized B.existed C.adapted D.established

37. _______,we went swimming in the river.

A.The weather being very hot B.It was a very hot day

C.The weather was very hot D.Being a very hot day

38.We should do as much as we can______our country better and more beautiful.

A.make B.to make C.makes D.making

39.______from the moon,our earth,with water_______seventy percent of its surface,appears as a

“blue ball”.

A.Seen;covering B.Seen;covered C.Seeing;covering D.Seeing;covered

40.It takes courage for one________the huge task,to say nothing of fulfilling it in such a short

time.

A.to be faced up to B.facing up to C.faces up to D.to face up to

41._______in hospital,the patient kept in touch with the outside world by watching news

programs on TV every day.

A.Lying B.Laying C.Lain D.Being laid

42.It is about time that you______what a bad impression your impatience makes on people.

A.shall realize B.realize C.will realize D.realized

43.The professor recommended that students________more extensive reading after class.

A.would so B.did C.do D.had done

44.John wishes that he______in business instead of politics when he was at college.

A.majored B.had majored C.have majored D.major

45.If it had not rained yesterday,the construction workers_______their work as scheduled.

A.will finish B.would have finished C.will have finished D.would finish

46.Nancy required that her son______to bed at 9 p.m. if he had to go school the second.
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A.go B.going C.goes D.went

47.If I_______you,I wouldn’t miss the chance to see the movie tomorrow evening.

A.be B.will be C.am D.were

48.I didn’t attend the lecture because I was sick,but I wish I______there.

A.had been B.be C.were D.were

49.The chief engineer insisted that the new model______immediately before exhibited.

A.to test B.tests C.be tested D.will test

50.Most people have come to realize that it is high time the government______further measures to

control the air pollution.

A.must take B.is taking C.took D.takes

51.It’s high time we______strict measures to stop pollution.

A.will take B.take C.took D.have taken

52.The audience,most of_______were art students,enjoyed the performance.

A.them B.whom C.that D.who

53.All______you can do to comfort her is to listen to her patiently.

A.what B.that C.which D.while

54.These apple trees,_______I planted three years ago,have not borne any fruit yet.

A.that B.which C.what D.when

55.This is the only English-French dictionary______could be found in the teachers’ reading room.

A.what B.that C.where D.which

56._______is known to the world,light travels much faster than sound.

A.As B.It C.That D.What

57.The only thing______bothered Chris was that his boss never replied to his email.

A.which B.that C.what D.as

58.We are expecting that the days will come soon_____we will be able to breathe clean air again.

A.as B.when C.while D.since

59.After having lived in Canada for thirty years,Tom returned to the small town_____he grew up.

A.which B.where C.that D.when

60.You are allowed to have just half an hour,after______you are supposed to submit your exam

paper.

A.what B.which C.when D.that
Part II.Reading Comprehension （50 points）
Directions:There are four passages in this part.Each passage is followed by five questions or
unfinished statements. For each of them,there are four choices marked A,B,C and D.You
should decide on the best choice and mark the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet
with a single line through the centre.

Passage One
Doctors are starting to find more and more information that suggests a connection between

exercise and brain development. According to some research, it seems that exercise can make
blood vessels, including those in the brain, stronger and more fully developed. The effects of
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exercise on brain development can even be seen in babies. Babies who do activities that require a
lot of movement and physical activity show greater brain development than babies who are less
active Margaret Barnes, pediatrician, believes in the importance of exercise. She thinks that many
learning disabilities that children have in elementary school or high school can be traced back to a
lack of movement as babies.

In studies with seniors, research has shown that exercise helps older people as well. The
exercise does not have to be very difficult.The main goal is just to in the brain This can improve
people's short-term.And especially when people learn new movements,such as yoga or tai chi,it
appears that new memory paths open up in the brain.This can improve people’s short-term
memory.
61.What is the main Idea of this passage?
A.How to take exercise B. How exercise helps the brain
C.How to enjoy music. D.How the brain can change
62.According to the passage,how does exercise affect the brain?
A.It helps people think more clearly. B.It improves long-term memory.
C.It makes babies more intelligent D.It strengthens blood vessels
63.According to Margaret Barnes,many learning problems that children have in school may
be caused by______.
A.low intelligence B.a lack of exercise when very young
C.social problems D.difficult relationships with teachers
64. Why are yoga and tai chi recommended to seniors?
A. They are new movements B. They are good for memory
C. They can slow down their heart rate. D. They are good for joints
65.What type of patients does a pediatrician probably treat?
A.Patients with mental problems B.Patients with physical problem
C.Children. D.Old people

Passage Two
It is exciting to apply for a job hal really appeals to you. In making your application, there

are a number of points for you to observe.
In your letter of application say just enough to give a good account of yourself without

being wordy. If you are answering an advertisement, any information for which it asks must, of
course, be given. This will usually cover your academic record and any further education and
training. You may also be asked to give the names of one or two persons to supply references. For
this purpose you should choose people who know you well enough to vouch(保证 )for your
character and ability; and to be polite, you should seek in advance their permission to be named as
referees.

It will depend on circumstances how much you can carefully add about yourself. Your
purpose is to bring to the notice of the employer any good reason why you rather than any of the
other applicants should be chosen for the job. Therefore, if you feel you have any special skill or
talent for the work, or particular interest in the line of the business, let it be known.

Finally, there is your use of language. You cannot go wrong if you keep your sentences and
paragraphs short, making sure the sense is clear and well-expressed. Choose plain words so long
as they convey the meaning
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66. The aim of writing a letter of application is to_________.
A. indicate why you are the most suitable for the job
B.reveal To the employer your academic record
C. show your character and ability D. give more information about yourself
67. In your letter of application, try to_______.
A. keep it as long as possible B. give more information about your education and training
C.cover more of your academic record D.say briefly with enough information
68. The author suggests you choose______words so long as they express your meaning.
A. Beautiful B. pain C.special D particular
69. The underlined word "referees"in Paragraph 2 refers to people______.
A. who examine the application letters
B. who write reference books for the employee
C.who solve problems for the employers
D. who give you reference letters
70. Which of the following would be the best title for this passage?
A. Making a Job Application B. Effective Letter Writing
C. Writing Letters to Employers . Writing for Advertisements

Passage Three
Doctors have known for a long time that extremely loud noises can cause hearing damage

or loss.The noise can be the sound of a jet airplane or machines in factories or loud music or other

common sounds found at home or at work. A person only needs to hear the noise for a little more

than one second to be affected. An American scientist has found that using aspirin can increase the

temporary hearing loss or damage from loud noise. He did an experiment, using a number of male

students at a university who all had normal hearing. He gave them different amounts of aspirin for

different periods of time, and then he tested their hearing ability. He found that the students who

aspirin a day for two days suffered much greater temporary hearing loss than those who did not

use aspirin. The hearing loss was about two times as great. The scientist said millions of people in

the United States use much larger amounts of aspirin than were used in the study.He said these

people face a serious danger of suffering hearing loss from loud noise.

71.Hearing damage or loss may be caused by________.

A.loud music B.the sound of a jet airplane or machines

C.common sounds at home or at work D. all of the above

72. The passage suggests that one s hearing_______.

A. will be damaged even if he hears a loud noise for a little more than one second

B. will be damaged even if he hears a loud noise for a little less than one second

C. will not be damaged even if he hears a loud noise for a little more than one second

D. will not be damaged even if he hears a loud noise for a little less than one second

73.According to this passage, we can draw a conclusion that aspirin_______.

A. should never be taken more than four grams a day

B. makes hearing damage from noise worse

C. decreases hearing damage by two times
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D. should never be taken for more than two days

74. Millions of Americans are in danger of suffering hearing loss from loud noise because

they________.

A. take too much aspirin B. like listening to loud music

C. make loud noise at home and at work D often take jet airplanes

75. The scientist found from his experiment that_______ a day for two days would affect a

son"s hearing.

A.one gram of aspirin B two grams of C.three grams of aspirin D. four grams of

Passage Four
Ancient people had little idea of the nature of the earths surface. But if they lived on the

seashore,they knew that there was land and sea.

People who lived near the sea noticed that there were two kinds of land. There were,

first little pieces of land surrounded by sea. One Latin word for"sea"is" salum"which means

"salt".This is because sea water, unlike rainwater, contains salt-it is salty, So a piece of land in the

sea was in salt in Latin, and this became isle in English

Then there was another kind of land that went on and on. It was "continuous"land, and

so became known as continent in English from the Latin"continens"meaning continuous. In

English we also speak of continent as the mainland("main"comes from the Latin "

magnus"meaning great!as opposed to island(isle-land).

To the ancient Greek. there seemed to be three continents separated by sea. The

Mediterranean Sea, in fact, gets its name from the Latin"medius"(middle)and"terra"(land). It was a

sea that lay in the middle, with three bodies of land around it.The three continents-Asia, Europe

and Africa---are actually connected by land. Africa and Asia are connected by only the small Sinai

Isthmus. from the Greek“isthmus”meaning a“narrow passage” but Europe and Asia are connected

by land for a thousand miles or more and it is customary to speak of Europe as a continent.Many

geographers speak of the landmass of Asia plus Europe as Eurasia, and Eurasia plus Africa is

sometimes called the World Island. The three together are surrounded by sea, so they form a large

island, and they contain about 85 percent of the earth's population.

76. People in ancient times knew________.

A. a lot about land and sea

B.son he continents were connected

C. little about the surface of the earth

D. many people lived on the World Island

77. The word continent"comes from_______language.

A. the Latin B. the Roman C. the Greek D. the Hebrew

78. "Eurasia "is the name for the continents of________.

A. Europe and Asia B. Europe and Africa C. Africa and Asia D. Europe, Asia and

Africa
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79. What connects Asia and Africa?

A. A small island. B. A large desert. C. A narrow passage. D. A wide land.

80. About 85% of the population in the world are living_______.

A. in Europe B. in Asia C. in Eurasia D. on the World Island
Part III. Translation (20 points)
Directions: In this part. there is one paragraph in English. Read the paragraph carefully and
translate it into Chinese.

Online learning is no easier than learning in regular classrooms. In fact, many students say it

requires much more time and effort. Requirements for online courses are no less than those of

regular quality courses. Successful students, however, see online learning as a convenient way to

their education-not an easier way.many online students sit at computers for hours at a time during

evenings or weekends In order to complete their assignments. The time when other people have

finished and are having fun is most likely the time when online students do their course

work.Online students need to commit 4 to 15 hours a week for each course.
Part IV. Writing(20 points)
Directions: For this part, you are required to write a composition of 120 to 180 words. Your
writing should be based on the title and outline given below.
1.人的一生中，可能会遇到一些灾难事件，给我们的生活带来意外的打击。

2.面对灾难，我们应该坚强，不要过于沉湎于悲痛，要积极面对人生。

3.我的看法。


